
How to Cancel Urban Air Membership: A
Step-by-Step Guide
Urban Air Trampoline & Adventure Parks offer memberships that provide various benefits, such
as unlimited access to attractions, special discounts, and exclusive events. If you've decided to
cancel your Urban Air membership, it's essential to understand the terms and conditions
outlined in your membership agreement. This guide will walk you through the steps to cancel
your membership effectively.





Understanding Your Urban Air Membership:

Before initiating the cancellation process, review your Urban Air membership agreement
thoroughly. Look for sections related to cancellation policies, notice periods, and any associated
fees or conditions. Understanding these details will guide you through the cancellation process
smoothly.

Steps to Cancel Urban Air Membership:

1. Review Membership Agreement: Start by reviewing your Urban Air membership
agreement to understand the cancellation policies and procedures. Look for details such
as notice periods and any requirements for cancellation.

2. Contact Urban Air Customer Service: To cancel your Urban Air membership, contact
their customer service department. You can typically reach them via phone, email, or
through their official website. Provide your membership details, including your
membership number, full name, and contact information.

3. Request Cancellation: When contacting Urban Air customer service, clearly state your
intention to cancel your membership. Use the keyword how to cancel Urban Air
membership and explain your reasons for cancellation, if required. Request
confirmation of your cancellation request in writing or via email for your records.

4. Follow Any Required Procedures: Some Urban Air memberships may require specific
procedures for cancellation, such as submitting a formal cancellation request form or
providing a written notice within a certain timeframe. Ensure you comply with these
requirements to avoid delays or complications.

5. Confirm Cancellation: After submitting your cancellation request, confirm with Urban
Air that they have received it and processed it accordingly. Retain any confirmation
emails or reference numbers provided to you as proof of cancellation.

6. Return Membership Materials (if applicable): If your Urban Air membership involved
physical materials like membership cards or passes, inquire about returning these items
to Urban Air as part of the cancellation process.

7. Check for Final Charges: Monitor your billing statements to ensure that you are no
longer being charged for Urban Air membership dues after cancellation. If there are any
discrepancies or unexpected charges, contact Urban Air promptly to address them.

8. Follow Up if Necessary: If you do not receive confirmation of your cancellation or
encounter any challenges during the process, follow up with Urban Air's customer
service for assistance. Persistence may be necessary to ensure your Urban Air
membership cancellation is properly executed.

Tips for Smooth Cancellation:

● Early Notification: Notify Urban Air of your intent to cancel well before any upcoming
billing cycle to avoid being charged for another period.
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● Document Everything: Keep records of all communications, including emails, letters,
and notes of phone conversations, related to your Urban Air membership cancellation
request.

● Be Persistent and Polite: While cancellation processes can sometimes be challenging,
maintaining a polite and persistent approach often yields the best results.

Conclusion:

Canceling your Urban Air membership involves understanding the terms of your agreement,
following specific procedures outlined by Urban Air, and ensuring that you receive confirmation
of your cancellation. By following these steps and tips, you can navigate the Urban Air
membership cancellation process smoothly and effectively. Always remember to review your
Urban Air membership agreement for any additional details specific to your situation.


